
Popcorn mittens 
By Sandra de Blécourt Dalsberg 
 

 

About this pattern 
The inspiration for this pair of mittens came from Allen Williams’ Bumpy Popcorn Crochet Hat. I came 

across this pattern through Ravelry and after crocheting the hat, I felt that I needed a pair of mittens 

to go with it.  

The mitten pattern follows the same line of design as the hat pattern: the mittens are crocheted up-

and-down following a repetitive sequence of the following four rows: 

1. Short row of single crochets 

2. Short-short row of single crochets 

3. Short row of single crochets 

4. Full row of double crochets (and popcorns) 

The short rows help shaping the mittens at the fingertips and the wrists. The second row is referred to 

as “short-short” because this row is short in both ends. 

Popcorns are only crocheted on the upper side of the mittens. 

All stitches are crocheted in the back loops. 

The turning chain leading up to a DC-row (no. 4 above) is worked with a CH 2 instead of a CH 3. This is 

not a mistake!  

It is recommended to use place markers to keep track of the transition from “top” to “hand” and from 

“hand” to “cuff”. 

http://www.eatingoutloud.com/2012/03/bumpy-popcorn-crochet-hat-pattern.html


Working scheme 

 

1-4: see description above. For the right hand mitten, the sequence is adjusted to 

5. Short row of single crochets 

6. Short-short row of single crochets 

7. Short row of single crochets 

8. Full row of double crochets (and popcorns) 

The full length of the mittens in this pattern is made out of 45 stitches, distributed as follows:  

15 stitches for the cuff,  

27 stitches for the hand, 

3 stitches for the top.  

The mittens are crocheted in one piece from the little finger to the thumb and back. Seaming is 

necessary at the top, along the side and along the thumb.  

Popcorn stitch 
Popcorn stitches (PCs) are always crocheted on wrong side (WS) rows to point away from you to the 

right side (RS).  

I worked the popcorn stitch as follows: 

5 double crochets (DC) in same back loop. The double crochets should be closed at the top (as opposed 

to keeping them open as one would do in a DC2TOG). Remove crochet hook from work. PICTURE: 

Facing RS, insert hook from RS to WS – i.e. towards you! – in the front loop of the first DC of the 5DC. 

Pick up the live yarn loop and pull through, closing the popcorn stitch. 

On subsequent rows, be careful to crochet in the back loop of the popcorn stitch, or else you will be 

decreasing unintentionally!  

  



Short rows 
The pattern contains short rows of single crochets (SCs), i.e. the turn takes place before the row is 

finished, and the remaining chains are left unworked. 

It is possible to turn in conventional fashion for SC-crocheting (chain 1 and turn), but you will end up 

with small holes in the fabric at the top of the mittens, especially where a DC-row follows the SC short 

row. 

I recommend the following turning method for short rows: after the final SC in the short row, work a 

slip stitch in the next chain. Turn without chaining. Skip the slip stitch and work the first SC of the 

return row in the last SC stitch of the row you just finished.  

At the turn of your short row, there will appear an extra loop across the working chain. Upon returning 

to this end (where the short row is short, so to say), this extra loop is crocheted into the first stitch to 

be made after the last chain of the short row, as follows: to work an SC, insert the hook into the extra 

loop and the loop holding the slip stitch. Yarn over, and draw yarn through first two loops. Finish the 

SC in normal fashion. 

For a DC, yarn over and insert the hook into the extra loop and the loop holding the slip stitch. Yarn 

over, and draw yarn through first two loops. Finish the DC in normal fashion. 

The method described results in a smooth transition from the short row to the row before. 

Abbreviations 
CH  chain stitch 

SC  single crochet 

DC  double crochet 

PC  popcorn stitch 

SC3TOG single crochet 3 stitches together 

DC2TOG double crochet 2 stitches together 

DC3TOG double crochet 3 stitches together 

DC5TOG double crochet 5 stitches together 

 

RS  right side 

WS  wrong side 

 

rem  remaining 

rep  repeat(s) 

st(s)  stitch(es) 

tch  turning chain 

yo  yarn over 



Materials 
For adult-sized mittens, use a worsted yarn and 5mm hook (H).  

(The pattern for the Bumpy Popcorn Crochet Hat uses a G-hook, but I found it to be more comfortable 

working with an H-hook, achieving a pleasing result.) 

As the picture shows, I used a multicoloured yarn. This pattern works well with the colour changes in a 

variegated yarn. 

Sizes and adjustments 
The pattern is written for adult women. 

Mitten measurements: 

 Top to bottom: 24-25 cm / 9.5 inches 

 Cuff width: 6 cm / 2.4 inches 

 Hand width: 7 cm / 2.8 inches 

Remember that woolen yarn allows for some stretch. My own wrist circumference is 18 cm / 7 inches, 

and these mittens fit me like a glove! 

The cuff length can be adjusted simply by adding or removing some stitches. If you like a wider cuff, I 

can recommend working all the cuff stitches as SCs on all rows (i.e. no short rows). This will result in a 

cuff measurement of approx. 7 cm / 2.8 inches. Once again, remember woolen yarn’s stretching 

qualities! 

The hand part is worked on all rows according to the four-row-sequence. The popcorn-rows are 

defining for the pattern, using alternations of popcorn stitches and double crochets. For smaller sizes 

one can choose to remove 1 or 2 DCs between each pair of popcorns, or even removing an entire 

popcorn segment (6 stitches, 1PC and 5DCs). A simple way to accommodate a large hand is to add some 

stitches to the bottom part of the hand, leaving the rest of the pattern unchanged. 

The pattern can easily be adjusted to accommodate men by working one extra repetition of the “four 

rows” on each side of the mittens and adding 2 stitches to the top segment.  

Popcorns can be replaced by regular DCs. 

Crochet instructions 
The mittens are crocheted from the little finger to the thumb and back. The upper side (with popcorns) 

is worked first.  

Remember to work all stitches in the back loop, unless indicated otherwise. 

Left hand mitten 
Create a foundation chain of 45 stitches, and add CH 1 to turn. You are now at the bottom of the cuff. 

Work three repeats of the “four rows”: 

Row 1: Skip the 1st chain from hook, SC in the next 15 chains, (the cuff), then SC in the next 27 chains 

(the hand). Make a short row turn. 

Row 2: Skip the SL st and crochet SC in the next 27 sts. Make a short row turn. 



Row 3: Skip the SL st and crochet SC in the next 30 sts (hand and top). Remember to check the short 

row instructions on how to deal with the transition between the short row and the row before. At the 

end, CH 2 and turn. You are now at the top of the mitten. 

Row 4: The tch counts as the first DC. Work DCs in the next 2 st. The hand: * DC in the next 5 sts, PC *, 

rep from * to * three times, four popcorns made. Finish the hand with DCs in the final 3 sts. Check how 

to make the transition from the short row to the row before when working DCs. Work DCs until end of 

row. CH 1 and turn. You are now back at the bottom of the cuff. 

Row 5-7: As row 1-3. 

Row 8: As row 4, except doing the hand part as follows: DC in the first 3 st, * PC, DC in the next 5 sts *, 

rep from * to * three times. 

Row 9-12: As row 1-4. 

Now it’s time to do the thumb. 

Row 13-14: As row 1-2. 

Row 15: Skip the SL st, and SC in the next 3 sts. Create a CH 13, this is the foundation chain for the 

thumb. Add CH 1 (to turn, as it were), and start working SCs in the bottom loops of the chain, starting 

with the 2nd chain from hook, 13SCs total, to return to the “hand”. Continue with SCs for the rest of 

the row. CH 2 to turn. 

Row 16: The tch counts as the first DC. Continue with DCs (no more popcorns!) until three chains 

before the start of the thumb foundation chain. Continue with a DC5TOG on these three chains and the 

first two chains from the thumb. Work DC in the next 11 sts to arrive at the top of the thumb, DC in the 

top st and DC in the next 13 sts down to arrive at the “hand”. Finish the hand with DC in the next 3 sts, 

and DC in the next 15 sts to complete the row. CH 1 to turn. 

Row 17: As row 1, except now working up and down the thumb as well. 

Row 18: Skip the SL st and work SCs up to 1 chain before the DC5TOG (from row 16) at the thumb-

hand-angle. Crochet the next three chains as follows: 2 SCs in the first chain, 2 SCs in the chain of the 

DC5TOG, 2 SCs in the third chain. Continue with SCs for the rest of the thumb and hand. Make a short 

row turn where the hand ends and the cuff starts. 

Row 19: Skip the SL st and work 2 SCs in each of the next two chains. Continue SCs until 1 chain before 

the top of the thumb and work a SC3TOG. Work 12 DCs followed by a CH1 and SC without skipping a st. 

The combination of the CH1 and the SC corresponds to a DC and achieves at the same time a smooth 

transition to the SCs to come. Close the seam of the thumb along the 13 DCs and the 13 SCs on the 

other side of the SC3TOG.  

Crochet 2SCs in each of the next 3 chains. Continue with SCs for the rest of the row, mind the 

transition from the short row to the row before. At the top of the mitten, CH 2 and turn. 

Row 20: Work DCs until there is only 1 st left before the thumb DCs. Work a DC2TOG into this chain as 

well as the top link of the DC at the thumb base. Consequently a DC3TOG in the bottom link of the DC, 

the loop holding the DC and the first chain on the other side of the thumb. Continue with DC in the 

next 3 sts, which finishes the hand. Making the transition from the short row to the row before, work 

DC in the next 15 sts and CH 1 to turn. 

Your work now has the following number of sts to work for row 21: cuff 15, hand 29, top 3. In the next 

row the number of stitches of the hand is reduced by 2, to return to the 27 sts you started out with. 

Row 21: SC in the next 15 sts. Start the hand with SC in the next 3 sts followed by SC2TOG twice. 

Continue with SCs for the rest of the hand. Make a short row turn. 



Now we’re done shaping the thumb. 

Row 22-24: As row 2-4 (no popcorns). 

Row 25-28: As row 1-4 (no popcorns). 

Close the seam along the side of the hand and the top. 

Right hand mitten 
For the right hand mitten, work 5-6-7-8 (refer to the working scheme). 

Create a foundation chain of 45 stitches, and CH 1 to turn. You are at the top of the mitten. 

Row 1: Skip the 1st chain from hook, SC in the next 3 chains, (the top), then SC in the next 27 chains 

(the hand). Make a short row turn. 

Row 2: Skip the SL st and crochet SC in the next 27 sts. Make a short row turn. 

Row 3: Skip the SL st and work SC in the rem sts. CH 2 to turn. 

Row 4: The tch counts as the first DC. Work DC for the next 14 sts (the cuff). Then work the popcorn 

sequence for the hand: DC in the next 3 sts followed by * PC, DC in the next 5 sts *, rep from * to * 

three times. This should bring you to the last pm, the next chain being the SL st from row 2. Finish with 

DC in the next 3 sts and CH 1 to turn. 

Row 5–7: as row 1-3 (referring to the rows in this section!).    

Row 8: As row 4, except doing the hand part as follows: * DC in the next 5 sts, PC *, rep from * to * 

three times and finish the row with DC in the next 6 sts. CH 1 to turn. 

Row 9-12: as row 1-4. 

Row 13-14: as row 1-2. 

Row 15: Skip the SL st and work SC in the next 24 sts. Create a CH 13, the foundation chain for the 

thumb. Add CH 1 (to turn, as it were), and start working SCs in the bottom loops of the chain, starting 

with the 2nd chain from hook, 13SCs total, to return to the hand. Continue with SC in the next 3 sts to 

finish the hand, and SC in the next 15 sts (the cuff). CH 2 to turn. 

Row 16: The tch counts as the first DC. Work DC in the next 14 sts. Continue with DC in the next 3 sts 

(the beginning of the hand), DC in the next 13 sts (up the thumb), DC in the top st of the thumb, DC in 

the next 11 sts (down the thumb). Now work a DC5TOG into the last 2 sts of the thumb and the next 3 

sts of the hand. Crochet DCs in the remaining 24 sts of the row and CH 1 to turn. 

Row 17: As row 1, i.e. no increases and no decreases. 

Row 18: Skip the SL st and crochet SC in the next 3 sts (beginning of the hand), SC in the next 13 sts 

(up the thumb), SC in the top st of the thumb, SC in the next 10 sts (down the thumb). Crochet 2 SCs in 

the next chain, 2SCs in the chain above the DC5TOG and 2SCs in the chain after that. Continue with SC 

in the next 20 sts completing the hand, and make a short row turn. 

Row 19: Skip the SL st. Work SC in the next 21 sts, and crochet 2SCs in each of the next 3 chains. 

Continue with SC in the next 12 sts up to the thumb tip. Crochet a SC3TOG. Work DC in the next 13 sts 

and close the seam to join the two sides of the thumb. Continue with 2SCs in each of the next to 

chains. You have arrived at the end of the hand. Crochet SC in the next 15 sts. CH 2 and turn. 

Row 20: The tch counts as the first DC. Work DC in the next 14 sts for the cuff. Then crochet DC in the 

next 3 sts, followed by DC2TOG in the next chain and the top link of the DC at the base of the thumb. 

Then a DC3TOG in the bottom link of this DC as well as the loop holding the DC and the next chain. 

Continue with DCs throughout the row. CH 1 and turn. 



Your work now has the following number of sts to work for row 21: cuff 15, hand 29, top 3. In the next 

row the number of stitches of the hand is reduced by 2, to return to the 27 sts you started out with. 

Row 21: Work SC in the next 25 sts. Crochet SC2TOG twice, and finish the hand with SC in the next 3 

sts. Make a short row turn. 

Row 22-24: As row 2-4 (no popcorns). 

Row 25-28: As row 1-4 (no popcorns). 

Close the seam along the side of the hand and the top. 

Contact 
Having problems? Want to know more about my designs? Feel free to contact your truly with your 

questions and comments. 

e-mail: sandra@dalsberg.dk 

Ravelry handle: blecourt 

Visit my blog at: skakkerlak.wordpress.com 

 

I wrote a blog post on the designing process of these mittens. Danish readers can refer to: 

Skakkerlak.wordpress.com/2015/01/26/fra-hue-til-vanter/ 

mailto:sandra@dalsberg.dk
http://www.ravelry.com/people/blecourt
http://skakkerlak.wordpress.com/
http://skakkerlak.wordpress.com/2015/01/26/fra-hue-til-vanter/

